
FXBrokerFeed Releases Forex Broker Overview
after the Winter Holidays
Forex broker comparison platform,
FXBrokerFeed, Has Just Released a Weekly
Forex Broker Overview after the Winter
Holidays

ONTARIO, ONTARIO, CANADA, January
14, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Forex
brokers comparison platform,
FXBrokerFeed has just released the
first report of the year. The service
launched recently, and it quickly drew
the attention of traders from all over
the world with its unbiased FX broker
reviews and real-time trading signals. 
This week, the platform officially presented to the public the first 2019 reports that covers how
forex traders from around the world are jumping back on the markets after the holidays.

eToro – XRP problems persist
During the early days of 2019, FXBrokerFeed reported that people still find themselves trapped,
unable to move their XRP through eToro wallets. This turned out to be an ongoing issue that
started in late December 2018, which caused problems in terms of the social credibility status of
the broker. eToro, however, have been quite responsive about it and stating that they are doing
everything possible to ensure a smooth trading experience for their clients.
FXBrokerFeed observed a slight increase of 5.2% in negative mentions but also an increase in
positive mentions.
Full report on eToro is available at: https://fxbrokerfeed.com/reports/etoro/

TD Amerite APP
FXBrokerFeed noted that some users are experiencing problems with the TD Amerite APP
functionality of the trading platform. Users on social media have been describing it as “glitchy”
which leads to It displaying wrong “level 2” data. Some traders referred to this issue as a a
relatively small problem, however mobile is still considered as the main platform for traders to
connect to the Forex world. On the positive side, traders have been sharing that customer
support teams are quite responsive and helpful.

FXBrokerFeed reported a noticeable increase of 22% in negative mentions for TD Amerite.
Full report on TD Amerite is available at: https://fxbrokerfeed.com/reports/td-ameritrade/

FXBrokerFeed also reported that not many changes have been seen since this holidays as
SaxoBank, Swissquote and IG Group continue to be some of the crowd favorites when it comes
to transparency and reliability. SaxoBank and IG Group both kept their good positive ratio in
terms of Positive/Negative mentions in social platforms and Swissquote scored their most
successful year with record revenues and profits in 2018.

“Overall we see brokers focusing more on the quality of customer support services. Forex
Brokers from around the world are eager to solve client problems that may have occurred
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during the holiday season and possibly retain or even win over customers. Hopefully this
positive trend continues in the upcoming weeks,” says the FXBrokerFeed report.
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